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PROCUREMENT LOGISTICS, AS A CATALYSTFOR CROSS-BORDER RELATIONS
Abstract. The heart of the functioning of any company, regardless of the legal form is providing material 
and technical resources that studied by procurement logistics. When analyzing the procurement of the company, 
should start from the maps the goals and objectives of purchasing logistics for finding weaknesses in providing 
businesses the necessary material resources. The article deals with the possibility for an enterprise located in the 
border region to make the purchase of raw materials in Mongolia because this is necessary for its operation and to 
improve competitiveness. The technique of calculating the cost of shipping raw materials and of calculating the 
mass exit of different varieties of the meat. Also this article has the necessary calculations  and a detailed analysis of 
options for the purchase and delivery of raw materials. It describes the economic effect of the project and 
compliance with purposes of the procurement logistics.
Keywords:procurement logistics; procurement management; material resources; purpose of purchasing 
logistics; procurement logistics tasks; meat processing. 
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